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In the case of 2-4 channels of typical interference, the AP must provide a stable air interface transmission 
latency of less than 10 ms and a stable air interface transmission rate of more than 80 Mbit/s. In the future, the 
AP can evolve to support a stable latency of 7 ms and the air interference transmission rate of 260 Mbit/s.

The AP must support setting radar frequency bands to ensure that sufficient 5 GHz frequency band resources 
are available.

The AP must support the 4x4 MIMO technology. Currently, 2x2 MIMO is mainly used, but it is expected to be 
upgraded to 4x4 MIMO in the future. The AP must support smooth upgrade to 4x4 MIMO in the future.

The AP must provide sufficient GE ports to support flexible networking modes and reduce line reconstruction 
requirements.

Before provisioning the Cloud VR service, the live network provides Internet access (100 Mbit/s bandwidth) and 
IPTV (50 Mbit/s bandwidth). These two services use different ONT ports. 100 Mbit/s LAN port access and category 5 
cables can meet access requirements.

A provisioned Cloud VR service requires about 100 Mbit/s bandwidth. If image projection is enabled, it requires 
about 200 Mbit/s bandwidth. Therefore, regardless of whether the Cloud VR service is carried on the Internet or 
IPTV plane, 100 Mbit/s LAN port access and category 5 cables cannot meet its access requirements. The 100 Mbit/s 
LAN port access needs to be upgraded to gigabit-level LAN port access, and category 5 cables need to be upgraded 
to super-category 5 or category 6 cables.

The survey shows that most live-network ONTs in China support gigabit-level LAN port access, making large-scale 
ONT replacement unnecessary. However, there are a lot of live-network category 5 cables that need to be replaced 
by super-category 5 or category 6 cables. 

To avoid service conflicts after considering factors such as terminal location 
and network access requirements, Huawei provides the following sugges-
tions for integrated home networking:

Cloud VR service: VR terminals have high requirements on home Wi-Fi 
environment and network throughput. They require high-performance APs 
specified by operators. To reduce cabling requirements and avoid changing the 
access modes of other services, you can connect the AP to the original home 
router. If the router does not support gigabit-level access, you can deploy the AP 
between the original router and ONT.

HSI service: Mobile terminals are the primary HSI service users. The 2.4 GHz 
frequency band ensures signal coverage, and is supplemented by the 5 GHz band 
to guarantee bandwidth in key areas. However, these frequency bands must be 
separated from the frequency band dedicated for the Cloud VR service.

IPTV service: The position of the TV set is generally fixed. Because the TV set has 
high network requirements, it must be connected in wired mode. If a dedicated 
video bearer plane is deployed on the network side, this plane should be used for 
IPTV service access. This delivers a good video service experience without 
competing for Internet access bandwidth.

2. Perform an upgrade to use gigabit ONT and gigabit network cables.

Different homes have different house architecture, interference environments, and service provisioning. Therefore, 
operators need to provide smart home networking services for them in the following aspects:

Implement interference detection and channel planning to provide a clean and independent Wi-Fi working 
frequency band for Cloud VR services.

Select a proper networking mode to deploy dedicated APs. During deployment, consider their coexistence with 
HSI and IPTV services.

3.Provide smart home networking services.
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· 4.4.1 Access Network Planning and Deployment
The access network aggregates end users for the bearer network and is the closest to users. To support 
large-scale number allocation, operators should directly upgrade to 10G PON. Based on the 10G PON port, 
use a split ratio of 1:64. This allows 156 Mbit/s bandwidth to be obtained by a single user, even in the 
full-concurrence scenario. This meets Cloud VR service provisioning requirements.

However, 10G PON has not been deployed on a large scale, and upgrading GPON to 10G PON on the live 
network is slow. Operators hope to allocate a small number of VR users on the existing GPON network and 
gradually migrate GPON to 10G PON as they develop services. To avoid bandwidth overload, operators need 
to evaluate the number of GPON users that can be provisioned as follows:
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